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Figure 1. Internal architecture of Group Computation Unit (GCU).

Increasing computation demands with limited power bud-

get require more energy-efficient design without perfor-

mance degradation in embedded systems and mobile com-

puting platforms. Reconfigurable computing is an alterna-

tive to optimize both performance and power consump-

tion. By using the partial reconfiguration (PR) technique,

a dynamic reconfiguration scheme is presented to optimize

both performance and power consumption without losing

the programming flexibility. In addition, spin-torque transfer

magnetoresistive RAM (STT-MRAM) LUTs are exploited to

replace traditional SRAM-based LUTs for further reducing

the static power consumption. STT-MRAM uses a Magnetic

Tunnel Junction (MTJ) as the memory storage to store

binary information. Compared with SRAM, STT-MRAM

has nearly zero leakage power.

The hardware platform consists of one Global Host and

several Group Computation Units (GCUs). Host programs

run on the Global Host. Correspondingly, kernel programs

execute on GCUs. As shown in Figure 1, one GCU consists

of several computation resources: one local host in charge

of computation and coordinating the execution inside the

GCU; several general-purpose processors on which software

kernels will run; and several PR regions built with SRAM

LUTs and STT-MRAM LUTs respectively. Figure 2 demon-

strates our hardware and software co-design flow. We utilize

Xilinx Vivado high-level synthesis (HLS) tools to generate

hardware bitstreams that will be implemented on PR regions

as hardware kernels. Combining with hardware and software
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Figure 2. Hybrid co-design compilation flow.

libraries that provide an OpenCL-like APIs, HLS tools and

MicroBlaze compilers can generate hardware and software

kernels from similar kernel programs through our automatic

generation tools. In this way, the performance of application

is improved by using hardware accelerators without losing

productive and flexibility. Hardware kernels are assembled

into the hybrid framework showing in Figure 1. Software

kernels, host programs and bitstream files of PR regions are

loaded into private, and global memory, respectively.

The results show that dynamic scheduling with hardware

kernels implemented in STT-MRAM LUTs is 7.7 times

better than the purely software implementation in terms

of the product between the performance and the energy.

Besides, when comparing STT-MRAM and SRAM hardware

kernels, the STT-MRAM kernels have significant advantages

over SRAM ones on the power consumption, especially the

static power consumption.
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